Jews in The News

Cain Hope Felder, a prominent Negro theologian, vigorously opposes the notion, entertained by some naive Christians and illustrated by many religious paintings, that Jesus had blue eyes and sandy hair. A professor of the New Testament at Howard University, Felder doesn't say Christ came from the Congo, but he does say, "He was an African-Asian man of his time." Felder also asserts that Mary and Joseph, owing to their alleged extra helpings of melanin, blended easily into the dark-skinned population when they fled to Egypt. All this is pretty hard for Bible buffs to swallow. Even harder to ingest is Felder's claim that the Garden of Eden was in the Sudan, a country which looks far from Edenic today.

Speaking of Christ, a French multimedia production with a cast of 58, vivid film images and powerful sound effects was scheduled for a June 2nd opening in Radio City Music Hall, but it was postponed for three days while the ADL, the American Jewish Congress, protested. It oozed with race-mixing and gratuitous violence. Worst of all, the message that the Romans, not the Jews, were responsible for the death of Jesus. Not until the black robes and Darth Vader masks of the Sanhedrin were removed, not until the audience was pamphletted and harangued with "scholarly comments" absolving Jews from deicide, was the show allowed to go on, although it had already toured several other U.S. cities without incident.

To exonerate Jews from Christ's death it would be necessary to rewrite the New Testament. The Jewish censors haven't gone that far—but they're in there away to live out his life happily and holily.

New Record in Miscasting

Having read a highly favorable review of a local production of Dinner at Eight, I was happy to be invited by friends to attend a matinée. The cast has retained all the names of the original characters so I was prepared for the butler, Gustav, to be of Nordic extraction. Negative. He is a mulatto who vigorously pursues the young white downstairs maid. Many clinches and kisses. It is not until the third act that we realize that the eminent doctor has a black wife. That this couple would be invited to a dinner party as prestigious as this one is purported to be would have been unthinkable during the epoch portrayed. I reluctantly told my kind hosts that I resented these two examples of bastardizing the original script and that to me the whole production was utterly distasteful. Had I been alone, I'd have walked out.

Drowning in the Mainstream

A couple years ago an Irishman by the name of Kenneth Branagh directed and starred in a superb blood-and-thunder version of Henry V. If Instauration gave out Oscars (I guess we could call them Wilmots), it would surely have won Best Picture of 1991. Following this opus, Branagh directed Dead Again, a fairly amusing send-up of a Raymond Chandler tough-guy movie. His next film, Peter's Friends, appeared to be a British Big Chill. It oozed with race-mixing and bisexuality, just the kind of film you'd expect from Jewish-American comedienne Rita Rudner, who co-wrote the screen play. I couldn't bring myself to pay money to see that stinkeroo. Then just this past week I saw a poster of Branagh's newest film, his version of Shakespeare's Much Ado About Nothing. Ah, I thought, a return to the fold! Taking a closer look, I saw that the credits listed Denzel Washington in the cast. Branagh, you could be a contenda! Instead, you took a dive and all you got to show for it is a one-way ticket to Falookaville!

JUDSON HAMMOND

No Horatio Alger

When millionaire Chosenite film director Barry Levinson addressed the graduating class of Johns Hopkins, he informed the gathering in an unusual act of self-effacement that he had ranked 460th in his 460-member high-school graduating class. He went on to reveal that he was also a college dropout. The unspoken message was that hard work and perseverance can still pay off in the good old U.S.A., if the last man in his class can make it big. "When was the last time a goy pulled that off?" I asked myself. All the bottom-of-the-barrels I know are still pumping gas and waiting tables. Come on, Barry, you know better than anybody that your kind doesn't belong special to make big shekels in Israel West. Hey, it's easy to make a fortune when you're a member of the family who owns the firm! Only the most obtuse Gentile is unaware that the "entertainment" industry in this once fair land of Christians is kosher to the bone.

Levinson is a classic example of the culture crunchers who have risen to the top of the dung heap. They represent a system which ridicules what's left of our culture and glorifies miscegenation, illicit sex, drugs, nonwhite immigration and gratuitous violence. Worst of all, the churches no longer try to hold the line against this filth. Too much fire from the Jewish-dominated media.

As aliens, Jews possess the warped intelligence and cunning which in blacks congeal into mere brutality. Jews have equally unattractive social traits. They're noisy, quarrelsome, agitating, abrasive, abusive, divisive, disruptive, won't pull their share of the military burden—particularly in wartime—and never cease to incite political, economic and social upheavals. Jewish pomoors and their many liberal lackeys claim they have the right to flood a once great country with their smut. The horrifying thing is that a totally depraved Supreme Court agrees with them.
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Jewish Personal Ads

Excised from a recent edition of the City Paper:

WHEN YOU'RE PREGNANT with our first child, we will sit in at the F.C.C. to demand that daytime and nighttime 'how-to' parenting programs be broadcast daily on at least one TV network. S.M.J., 45, smoke/alcohol/drug free HV-negative lab tests seven months, tested, bearded, attractive 5 ft 10 in. tidy bear, former J.D.L. activist, will take risks with his wife to create an imperfect, yet better, world for our children; our daughter may be named after sweatshop activists Clara Lemlich. Our children will be proud of us, and we of them. I have many other ideas (and non-fiction books and book outlines—I'm published!) for social change.

ATHEISTIC JEWISH UFOLOGIST, nudist sympathizer and part-time aspiring vegetarian, has baldheaded, clean-shaven, camouflous, stubby D.W.H.N.S., 53, seeks a potentially passionate female kindred spirit. Objective: mind melding between transsexuals maybe, please, no weirdos! Montgomery or nearby.

DO RUGGED JEWISH men exist? S.J.F., 28, seeks strong, creative, fit, cerebral non-smoker to rescue me from whiners, worrywarts and goyim! Should love outdoors, family, his work, appreciate life beyond the mainstream. I'm sassy, sexy, smart and (obviously) willing to hunt you down like a wild animal. Don't reply if you think dog should sleep on floor, not bed.
Clinton’s Ballooning Family

If one half-brother, Roger, a onetime drug addict who has seen the interior of a few prisons, is not enough, along comes another one, Leon Rizenhthaler, a 55-year-old retired janitor. According to Adele Coffelt, Clinton’s newly discovered stepmother, William Jefferson Blythe II, who died in a car accident a few months before the present occupant of the White House was born, was her first husband and the father of Leon, who later changed his name to Rizenhthaler to match that of his stepfather, his mother’s second husband.

There may be other relatives perched on the branches of the Clinton family tree. Some tabloids swear that in one of his many affairs he sired a pickaninny, now seven or eight, who has been mysteriously plucked from sight. After Clinton’s first term, which by all odds should be his last, his complicated lineage will no doubt inspire TV hacks to crank out a flood of soaps.

In his Oxford days Clinton had not yet acquired or deserved the title, Romeo of the Ozarks. In England his only sleeping partner, in the words of a female student who knew him quite well, was “his saxophone.” On their first date he escorted her to a feminist meeting.

The Jewish Seat Is Refilled!

What does one do with a Supreme Court that lifts the ban on Santeria, an Afro-Caribbean cult that originated in West Africa, mixes Christianity and voodoo, and is hipped on sacrificing roosters? What Clinton did was nominate Ruth Ginsburg to fill the seat vacated by Justice Byron White. A Federal Court of Appeals judge, Ginsburg and her husband, Martin, a university professor who teaches tax law and advises Ross Perot, have a net worth of $6.1 million. As expected, the press gave the nominee the hearts-and-flowers treatment, depicting her as a moderate and centrist—one of the oldest tricks in the media book. Just wait and see how she votes when she sits up there in the lurch.

No Cut for Israel

Foreign aid may be cut next year by about 10%, according to a Congressional panel. Does that mean the $3-billion annual tribute to Israel will be shaved? Not by one cent, promised the Clinton administration. Aid to Israel is the sacred cow of America’s Zionized politics, especially since at least ten members of the House Foreign Affairs Committee are Jewish, as are at least five members on the Subcommittee on Europe and the Middle East.

Jewish Political Dynasty?

Howard Metzenbaum, a com-symph who started out in politics, will quit his seat in the Senate when his term expires next year. He has promised to concentrate all his influence, political clout, money and Jewish chutzpah on the election of his hand-picked replacement, another Jewish multimillionaire, son-in-law Joel Hyatt, who made his pile setting up a successful Washington hotel. It was Hyatt’s party that hosted on its third floor a previous occupation of the White House. During the administration, aid to Israel is the sacred cow of America’s Zionized politics, especially since at least ten members of the House Foreign Affairs Committee are Jewish, as are at least five members on the Subcommittee on Europe and the Middle East.

Metzenbaum distinguished himself some years ago by being paid $250,000 for making one phone call on behalf of a Jewish constituent to expedite the sale of an exclusive Washington hotel. It was such an outrageous piece of influence peddling that Metzenbaum had to return the money, which must have caused him immeasurable grief. If Hyatt wins his Senate race, then the American people may expect the rise of a Jewish political dynasty on the order of the Kennedy family—but not on the order of the Adamses, who were statesmen, not politicians.

Christian activists should be happy

Metzenbaum is quitting Washington. He is probably the foremost Democratic opponent of the religion that is still the overwhelming choice of Americans. At a hushed-up speech before the Wise Center in Cleveland, Nov. 6, 1988, he uttered these words, in what one might dare to say was a hate speech: “We will not allow the forces of evil to make America a Christian nation.” He then called upon Jews to attack Christian TV programs and stand “in the forefront of the battle against the religious right.”

Still Facing the Noose

U.S. District Judge Thomas A. Wiseman Jr. has ruled that Justice Dept. lawyers ignored or withheld evidence that cast strong doubts on the charge that John Demjanjuk, 73, now under a death sentence in Israel, was Ivan the Terrible, the guard reputed to have killed astronomical numbers of Jews at the Treblinka concentration camp. Since deliberately withholding evidence in a criminal trial is a crime, why aren’t the Justice Dept. prosecutors in jail? And why isn’t Demjanjuk, a Ukrainian-born American extradited to the country that didn’t exist at the time of his alleged crimes, set free and compensated by the Israeli government for wrecking his twilight years?

That’s what should happen. But it won’t. Judge Wiseman closed the case so the predominantly Jewish Nazi hunters could not be punished.

The Israeli Supreme Court has been hemming and hawing about Demjanjuk for months. The learned justices are supposedly leaning towards freeing the old gent on the Treblinka charge and starting a new prosecution that puts him at another concentration camp and committing equally evil deeds.

The legal proceedings against Demjanjuk have been a travesty of justice from the word go, which is not surprising in a criminal justice system infiltrated by men, both in the U.S. and Israel, who want vengeance at all costs—including the cost of trashing the U.S. Constitution. Charging people with crimes 40 or 50 years after the event (justice delayed is justice denied) and sentencing a man to hang after important evidence has been withheld from his defense lawyers, is just about the end of the road as far as the law is concerned.

Special Case

When a student at the University of Pennsylvania bestowed the sobriquet, “water buffalo” (a large black creature native to Africa), on a bunch of slap-happy black sorority sisters staging a commotion
outside his dormitory window, he would normally expect to be suspended, if not expelled. Such is the scenario that awaits the white college student who lets slip a racial slur or two.

This was not the scenario, however, that unfolded. The student, it turned out, was not the ordinary garden variety "racist." He was Eden Jacobowitz, a freshman from Israel. Considering what they were up against, the Negresses withdrew their vendetta in five days. Jacobowitz, after a brief hearing, was allowed to pursue his studies in peace.

The waiving president of the university, Sheldon Hackney, played an ignoble role in the affair by turning a deaf ear on the hullabaloo, presumably to avoid any possible action that might damage his nomination to head the National Endowment for the Humanities. A few months after the water buffalo incident, Hackney, a scalawag born in Alabama whose wife palls around with Hillary, also distinguished himself by his inaction when black students stole and trashed nearly 14,000 copies of a student publication which carried a column they denounced as racist. Some years earlier Hackney was not so lackadaisical when Andres Serrano, the "artist" who gave the world Piss Christ, was severely criticized for his obscene blasphemy. Hackney lost no time rushing to Serrano's defense with ringing endorsements of free speech and free expression.

Liberal Racists

Liberals are the perpetrators of the most grossly racist programs ever conceived in the altruistically saturated heart of late 20th-century man—programs like reverse discrimination, employment quotas, minority set-asides, all of which directly discriminate against the white majority. Liberal-sparked racism does not stop here, however, for the two most nefarious programs, minimum wage laws and welfare, actually hurt blacks far more than they help. The former cuts off entry-level opportunities for Negroes whose need for gainful employment. With this made drugs and crime a virtual way of life for the melanistic set.

Gelt Talks

"No other individual was more significant or helpful to Clinton's victory." So says Commerce Secretary Ron Brown of Walter Shorenstein, the San Francisco Jewish moneybags who boasts a net worth of $405 million, on top of the $5 million he gave the Demos in last year's election. Shorenstein likes to explain that part of his success was due to his refusal to be browbeaten by white Protestants. On the other hand, he most emphatically does not like to explain why he settled an expensive lawsuit by a former female employee who testified he sexually abused her more than 100 times in seven years.

Blacks complain that Shorenstein routinely discriminates against them both in hiring and promotion. Despite these negatives, his megamillions keep him in the top echelon of the nation's influence buyers. When a provision favorable to insurers was dropped at the last minute in a bill before the House of Representatives, he got on the phone to Ways and Means Chairman Dan Rostenkowski in the middle of the night. Lo and behold the next morning the provision was back in!

Race and Medication

Pharmaceutical Medicine (June 1993) confirms that racial and ethnic background are key factors in determining the efficacy of drugs. Asians, it was found, require lower doses than whites of drugs to treat anxiety, depression, and schizophrenia. Whites respond better than blacks to certain inhibitor drugs for cardiovascular diseases. Ashkenazi Jews have been known to suffer life-threatening side effects with clozapine, a drug used to treat schizophrenia. Although the study has been labeled "controversial," Dr. Robert Phillips, internist and pediatrician at Detroit Riverview Hospital, agreed that race is a particularly critical factor in the treatment of various ailments.

Downward Ho!

Deficit? It is clear by now that nothing will be done. How much longer will the Japs, strapped for cash, continue to support U.S. subsidies to crack babies and "single parent families?" When they stop buying U.S. Treasury Bonds, we're in deep doo-doo. NAFTA? The cat's out of the bag. It ain't goin' nowhere without major revisions. The Mexicans will go wild. They may even become anti-American. Hear that sucking sound? That's your job being exported down Tijuana way. Russia? The same people who brought us 70 years of wonderfully successful communism can be depended on to straighten out this bloated giant. Right? Wrong! The flushing sound you hear is your disposable income on its way to Moscow. The Fire at Homel We're cruisin' for real warfare on the streets of our cities. Wait till unemployment jumps 2% or 3%. It took nearly all the resources of the FBI and BATF to control less than 100 religious wackos in Waco. What are they going to do when 10,000 armed auto workers burn down Lansing? Not to mention black mobs taking over Chicago. Get the picture?

Shysters Are Worried

If Harvey Saferstein, president of the California Bar Association, has his way, anger against lawyers will be added to the growing list of punishable "hate crimes." Saferstein is calling on the state to require that if the victim of a crime is an attorney this should be given extra weight in the sentencing of the assailant.

Other members of the legal community have advised Saferstein to cool it. Said Evan Caminker, a law prof at UCLA, "Lawyers should focus on positively improving their public image, rather than defensively protecting themselves from the consequences of that image."

On the "Hate" Beat

For over half a century the Dick Tracy comic strip character has been entertaining readers by combating a bewildering array of criminal masterminds. The feature was created by Chester Gould, who died in Woodstock (Ill) in 1985.

Now penned by Dick Locher and Mike Klian, the square-jawed lawmaker has gone "politically correct." Lately he has been tracking down an elusive bigot responsible for a string of nasty "hate" crimes. Believed to be an ex-Army sharpshooter experienced with laser target-sighting, who changed his name from "Brown" to "White," he has beaten and murdered a kid "just because he was black and in the wrong neighborhood." His "kills" also include a Jewish disk jockey and a female Hispanic taco maker. A recent strip shows two whites flailing away at someone who appears to be a "person of color."
In Defense of Christianity

Instauration is a great magazine. It should be required reading for all our elected officials. Please don't screw it up by huckstering atheism. The essay, “The Bane of Biblicalism” (June 1993), was blatant proselytizing for irreligion. You call the Bible “The Good Book,” then your essay bad-mouths it.

Voltaire said, “If there were no God it would be necessary to invent one.” Think about all the religions that exist all over the world. Granted that many have absurd prejudices, including Christianity, yet they all claim to be the true religion, the one closest to God. Conversely they all are similar in that they worship a divine being and have the same credo, The Golden Rule, though it may be worded a little differently. They all preach, “Do unto others as you would have them do unto you,” not “Do unto the other guy before he does it to you.”

Benjamin Franklin said, “I never was without some religious principles.”

Thomas Jefferson said, “My religious reading has long been confined to the moral branch of religion, which is the same in all religions; while in that branch which consists of dogmas, all differ, all have a different set.”

George Washington said, “I consider it an indispensable duty to close this last solemn act of my official life by commending the interests of our dearest country to the protection of Almighty God, and those who have the superintendence of them, to his holy keeping.”

Samuel and John Adams, Alexander Hamilton, James Madison and John Jay were all religious men. Were they all kooks?

You can argue scientifically against all the religious dogmas and myths, including Adam and Eve and Noah’s Ark. I’ll go along with you. On the other hand, children especially need to be able to pray.

George Bernard Shaw wrote, “Common people do not pray: they only beg.” Perhaps that’s true. There are many beggars in foxholes under a rolling barrage of airbursts. I was one of them. Every president we’ve had has been a Christian. Were they all idiots? A person’s religion is a private thing. Instauration should not huckster any religion. More importantly—it should not tout atheism.

Cultural Homelessness

The cultural crisis talked about in Instauration is actually no more than business as usual among the underclass. Our people are virtually untouched by the noisome symptoms endlessly clucked over by the chattering classes. Overwhelmingly our children do well in school, are not drug addicts or teenage mothers or career street thugs. Indeed our people are doing everything currently in their power to wall off the baleful influence of the minority detritus and its many champions. Their efforts are heroic—just what one would expect of a great people. It’s doubtful that the militantly atheist element of Instauration is aware how important the new evangelical churches, Roman Catholicism and reinvigorated Protestantism are to our people’s strategy of re-groupment and resistance. At any rate, when Hillary brays on about “our” streets this and “our” youth that—it ain’t us! When statists like her snivel over some supposed “crisis of meaning in our lives,” just remember Waco and keep your revolver handy. The biggest problem we face is not moral decrepitude but politi- cal dispossession in our own land. We don’t need to “fix” our culture. We need a homeland once more, a defensible territory to occupy and control. This ought to be our increasingly explicit political goal. Sovereignty! Self-determination! Cultural liberation!

Because our culture is basically coasting along on its stored-up momentum, we ought not to be forced to concoct “new” cultural forms to “prove” to the impatient vultures encircling us that we aren’t dead meat. It is good that Pat Buchanan is saying criticism, complaints, denunciation and negativity are not enough to win the cultural battle. This has been true for a long time—too long. But do our enemies realize how bottomlessly rich and un-touchably superior a culture they are dealing with when they refer to “Western civilization”?

If our culture does face a crisis, it is that of homelessness. The U.S. is no longer our country. A people without a homeland will cease to exist, as white South Africans may soon find out. Partition of the good old “indivisible” shell of the former American nation is the creative response I’m convinced our people will make, in my lifetime, to the problem of where to house and practice our defining culture. It grows increasingly clear that lingering much longer hereabouts and being ground fine in the busy mills of ZOG will result in our reduction to that culture-free, value-free, soul-free, freedom-free State, that ultimate creation of the New Man, into which the weak and unwary in our ranks have already disappeared.

Retrofit the Ethnostate with Religion

I hope the editor’s ethnostate will not require too many changes in basic human nature. To the character traits the book mentions—moral sense, honesty, prudence, industriousness and dedication—I might add courage, endurance and the warrior ethos, which until recently have been synonymous with defining manhood. I might also add an inward drive, a will-to-power, a soul-to-Godhood explaining why the mind is a tool of the instincts. Might not the instincts have a goal to evolve in Godhood, with reason as a biological invention to accelerate evolution? Religion might fit more harmoniously if the vitalistic drive was added to Darwinism. The highest goal of the ethnostate might be to make a religious leap of faith, while still honoring science, glorious science, as the central intellectual discipline. It is science in the guise of the new science of sociobiology, which affirms the vital importance of religion for successful survival and reproduction. And has not religion sunk its roots down deeper and lasted longer than any political party?

Jewish Soullessness

I liked very much “Revolution of the Soul” (May 1993). I have been a refugee residing in Israel West for some time now. The realization that the people in government are not fellow Americans but enemies has not brought me peace of mind.

I am developing a theory that the Chosenites are unique among men in that they lack a race-soul. Theirs is the consciousness of an anti-race. Their religion, their morality, their Jewishness, or whatever it is, negate those intuitions that arise from distinctively racial genes. I believe it negates intuition generally, producing minds that not only think analytically to an excessive
degree, but are almost incapable of à priori synthetic judgments of any sort. That is why Jews of all races have the same apparent race-soul, the same Jewishness. In essence the Jewish soul is not a soul, but the absence of one.
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Beauty Goes South

A recent Safety Valve correspondent asserted that the best blondes on TV are on Spanish-language television. I have to admit that the Latin sense of aesthetics has a lot going for it. While watching the Miss Universe contest in May, I couldn't help but notice that France was represented by a Negress, as was the U.S. ("Our" representative was called Kenya, no less.) Austria and, I believe, Luxembourg also had some rather dusky candidates who could hardly be said to be representative of their two countries. Ah, but the finalists from Venezuela, Brazil, Puerto Rico and Colombia! No blondes there, but they looked pretty darn close to 100% European. It's a sad day when the beauty queens from these mestizo-mulatto strongholds check in with lower melanin counts than the “best of show” from what used to be our country.
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In Defense of Kennan

In reply to Jay Lock (Backtalk, June 1993), Kennan's famous "X" article did indeed appear in Foreign Affairs and not Fortune. The mistake was the printer's, not mine.

As to Lock's remark that "Kennan was no mere diplomat," indeed he wasn't. He's the best we've had since John Quincy Adams, Monroe's Secretary of State, formulated the Monroe Doctrine. Like Kennan, J.Q. realized, "some measure of compromise is necessary everywhere." I know of no effective leader in politics or business who would disagree.

National Security Council Document 68 was the Pentagon's failure to understand and implement Kennan's "Containment" doctrine. Military force was but one of many arrows Kennan wanted in our quiver—and a rare one at that. Let's put blame where it belongs.

Kennan, according to my critic, is an elitist who advocates "a world hegemony of the elite." He is and does and so do I! Does Lock prefer the anti-elitist populism of the LaRouchites and the Jesus Christers?

Kennan reflects the Weltanschauung of Victorian Britain, says Lock. Let's hear it again for Kennan, Victorian Britain, which produced Charles Darwin, Francis Galton and Herbert Spencer was one of the most enlightened periods the world has known. "Universal world domination" under the hierarchical leadership of Britain and Europe was great.

There is nothing Hegelian about anything Kennan has said, thought or done. Again, he's an Anglophile to the core.

My critic invokes Bill Clinton's favorite prof, hyperparanoid Carroll Quigley, author of Tragedy and Hope. Please spare me further excursions into such conspiratorial nonsense.

For those who "don't have a dog in this fight," but are generally interested, just read a little of Kennan's Around the Cragged Hill or Russia and the West or any of his other books and compare them to Quigley's bemused effusions.
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Back to the Closet (II)

Apparently a few people did not get my drift when I wrote "America Confronts the Queer Nation" and a subsequent letter defending myself from the wild purseswingings of offended fruits. Seems that there are more than a few Instaurationists of the Third Sex out there. I must say I'm surprised. I'd have thought that these people would naturally drift to one of the more "muscular" Majority movements, the type that allows its members to wear jackboots and black uniforms.

Look, I promise that this is my last rant on this particular subject. People will just have to accept this as the ultimate in Forrestanism on the subject of fags. To make it easy for the mouthheaders I will make my case in "bullet" format.

• I don't hate homosexuals, lesbians, transvestites or football players who pat their teammates on the butts as they leave the field. I don't think that what these people do is normal human behavior, but then it is not normal to be a liberal Democrat, support affirmative action or campaign for gun control. People do these things, however, and probably always will, though we hope the numbers of them who will be committing these disgusting acts will decline as a result of mandatory eugenics.

• I don't encourage, condone or support attacks of any kind against people because of their "sexuality." I find it inexplicably sad that some Majority members will never know what it is to enjoy a normal, healthy sexual relationship with somebody of the opposite gender. I don't believe, however, that we have the right to bean somebody with a baseball bat because they are homosexuals, unless they make the mistake of accosting somebody in a public toilet, in which case they may get what they deserve.

• I don't believe that the authorities, be they police, preachers or pols, have the right to conduct bed checks on American citizens, any more than they have the right to invade a religious retreat because they may think somebody there has broken a law.

• My opposition to homosexuals is not opposition to them as individuals. It is opposition, total and without compromise, to those queers who insist not on tolerance but rather on acceptance of homosexuality as normal, and seek to use the police power of the state to shove this twisted lifestyle down the throats of the normal population. Homosexuality is not and never can be normal. It is, in my opinion, a medical/psychological condition, varying in severity with the individual, varying in its symptoms and varying in the possibility of a cure. If a man engages in this sort of activity, he is not normal in the sexual sense. A man who is not normal in the sexual sense is probably sly a few bricks in other areas as well, sex being a key to any person's psychological makeup.

• Any homo who wants to stay in his closet and do his thing is welcome to it. I will not come looking for him. If, on the other hand, a homosexual feels compelled to inflict his illness on the rest of us by "public displays of affection," political activity or the harassment of normal people, that is where I draw the line.

• The issue of homosexuality is an important one and cannot be ignored or swept under the rug. It must be tackled if we are ever to get our country straightened out. I cannot imagine a revitalized, renewed, vibrant America overrun with swarms of faggots. We are not in this fight simply to get affirmative action laws overturned or oppose Jewish domination of the media or preserve Western culture. We are trying to rebuild our people, our race. We can only do that with individuals who are themselves healthy in body, mind and spirit. Our movement can easily absorb the odd nut and weirdo. The core, however, must be sound. Part of this soundness has to come from attracting men and women who have the intelligence, character and guts to do what needs to be done. The most important thing any of us can do is raise strong, healthy children. This is the whole point of life. Homos are one load we cannot carry. They are, in the literal sense, a dead end. An individual homosexual may claim to share our beliefs, may even attempt to prove it through good works. It is not enough. He will always be beyond the reach of our brothers and sisters.

N.B. FORREST
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Of the 20 members of the 1993 All-USA Academic First Team, 10 were of Asian extraction. Majority members made the list. Only 2 Jews.

26.9 million Americans received food stamps last February, a world record and a jump of 1.5 million in 12 months. Average benefit per person: $68.31.

The U.S. spent $5.4 billion on illegal immigrants in 1990. $2.1 billion on their schooling; $965.5 million on emergency medical care; $831.7 million on their battles with the criminal justice system; $665.3 million on Medicaid, plus hundreds of millions more for housing assistance and special programs.

California has 205,672 federal employees; District of Columbia, 109,981.

New York City Hall has 7 chauffeur-driven autos, complete with police lights, sirens and car phones; White House only 3.

Over 500 kosher eateries serve the Zoo City metro area.

Billy Graham has been on the Most Admired List of U.S. adults for 36 years. In the #2 spot for 10 years: Mother Teresa.

The Japanese come in first on the U.N. Human Development Index (supposed to measure contentment with one’s lot). Americans come in sixth; Afghans last.

The Army has been discharging an average of 380 persons a year for faggotry. 84% of 102 court-martials of homosexuals in 1989-92 involved a non-consenting victim. 5% of the accused were HIV positive.

52% of the felons convicted in state courts in 1990 were white; 47% black; 1% other. 42% of the convicted murderers were white; 56% black. 54% of felony defendants in the 75 largest U.S. counties were black; 44% white; 2% other. 61% of the accused murderers were black; 34% white; 6% other.

This year 30% of Yale seniors graduated "with honors." In 1988 it was 50%.

More than 15% of Hmong births in California are to girls 18 and under. 12% of mothers of black babies fall in the same age bracket; 11% of Hispanic mothers; 5% of white mothers; 3% of Asian mothers (excluding Hmong). Some of these child brides are younger than 16.

The cheapest Allen-Edmonds shoes, made in Wisconsin, cost $230; the most expensive $1,700. Clinton, shortly after his $200 haircut, ordered two pair.

54% of Americans believe the Holocaust could be repeated, according to a survey commissioned by the Committee of Concerned Christians, a group dedicated to ensuring that "the Holocaust is never forgotten." Ben Friedman is the committee’s founding father and one of its chief financial angels.

An ancient copy of Newsweek (May 4, 1935) reports that 5,071 lynchings have sullied the record of U.S. law enforcement. Close to 1,400 of those hanged were white. 94 were women. 186 proved to be innocent post mortem.

About 78% of the U.S. population lives on 5% of the land, the “metropolitan statistical areas.” The remaining 95% of the acreage is mostly a de facto Majority ethnostate. Of this 95%, blackless counties take up 50%, with the remaining 55% having nonwhites in varying, mostly small proportions.

The 5 leading U.S. serial killers were known fags.

A homo PAC, the Human Rights Campaign Fund, gave $4.5 million to political candidates last year. Individual queers donated $3.5 million to Clinton, along with 75% of their votes. "The gay community," exclaimed Rahm Emanuel, a White House aide who should know, "is the new Jewish Community."

The United Auto Workers Union holds $785 million worth of State of Israel Bonds.

Before last year’s bloody racial jamboree in South Central Los Angeles the area had 728 licensed liquor outlets.

46% of the major U.S. corporations now have minorities sitting on their boards of directors.

Intelligent human beings will probably continue to walk planet earth for a maximum of 7.8 million years and a minimum of 5,128 years—a rather large spread.
A Wisconsin jury found Dale Fleischmann guilty of bilking investors out of $2 million to develop what turned out to be a metaphysical solar energy and animal heat system that never got off the ground and, perhaps, was never meant to. He had thrown away some $220,000 of the capital in gambling dens (at the rate of $2,000 a day) and was a big-buck patron of strip joints.

He liked Florida and life in the fast lane so much he allegedly stole $50,000 from his Brooklyn church to buy a home away from home in the Sunshine State. Rev. Heron Sam, a tippling, oversexed black Episcopal minister, pleaded not guilty to all charges.

Three Koreans, accused of embezzlement in their homeland, were jailed in New York for kidnapping a female Korean and forcing her into prostitution. Many Asian women, unable to pay the $30,000 fee they owe smugglers for sneaking them into the U.S., are condemned to long stints of sexual slavery.

At about 2:45 a.m., two men and a woman, all presumably in the front seat of an idling Nissan parked in northeast (nonwhite) Washington, got so horizontally enthused that the gear shift was kicked into “D” at the very moment someone’s foot hit the gas pedal. The auto careened into the street causing a three-car pile-up.

Dennis Deleon, Zoo City’s Human Rights Commissioner, ended all the tsk-tsking by finally admitting he had come down with AIDS. Two other city officials are in the same shape: City Councilman Thomas Duane and Mayor David Dinkins’ AIDS Service Coordinator, Ronald Johnson.

William A. Abrahamson, 23, was arrested in Newport Beach (CA) on a charge of stealing a dozen pair of female underwear in ten house break-ins. The underwearing of the thief who said he was no longer interested.

Four boys and three girls, ages 12 and 13, of the Georgetown Elementary School in Columbus (GA), wanted to get rid of a hard-nosed teacher. One student slipped chemicals from his home chemical set into her tea. Another brought a handgun and a long knife to class, which he evidently planned to use if the police had not stopped.

After Buffalo’s Transit Valley Country Club, whose membership is as white as the stuff that fell in the blizzard of ‘93, had rejected Grant Fuhr’s attempt to join, a swastika was burned into the 14th green and the phone rang with bomb threats. So club officials changed their minds and rolled out the red carpet. Fuhr, the black goalie of the Buffalo Sabres, was no longer interested.

Manny Silver, a scribbler for the Sun, a zero I.Q. tabloid, admits that 90% of what he writes comes “off the top of my head.”

Judge Leah Marks of Manhattan Family Court ruled in late June that a white lesbian foster mother (name withheld) could adopt a handicapped two-year-old Negro child born to a cocaine addict. The black grandmother had objected that the race and skewed sexuality of the foster mother boded ill for the pickaninny’s future.

A nonwhite gang flaunting Uzis and the latest model machine pistols terrorized the passengers of four subway trains in upper Manhattan for almost three hours late Saturday and early Sunday, June 19-20. The straphangers were only robbed while the trains were moving.

Dr. Anthony Richardson, a black, pulls teeth in the Bronx. A 16-year-old girl (race unspecified) hired by the dentist as his summer receptionist stated that during her first day at work he lured her into his dental chair, gassed her, raped her, regased her and re-raped her.

For cheating 154 advertisers out of $120,000 (he charged them for direct-mail packages that were never sent), Philadelphia trade magazine publisher Ned Borowsky was sentenced to five months of house arrest. His father, Irving, peddled TV Guide to Walter Annenberg in 1952. Annenberg later sold TV Guide to mediocrat Rupert Murdoch for almost $3 billion.

It took many months for the truth to emerge about Pablo Garcia, employed as a Santa Claus at a Miami mall last Christmas. He was arrested for child molesting six days before Yule. A few years earlier in Puerto Rico he had been jailed for having sex in a graveyard with an exhumed 17-year-old dead girl.

At the commencement exercises of Milton Academy, a middle-brow New England prep school, much was said about racism holding back minorities. The commencement address was given by a black lawyer. The headmaster of Milton is black. The head monitor was a 17-year-old black who will soon be attending Yale (which now charges white students approximately $100,000 for four years of liberal-minority indoctrination).

Rhett Jacobs, black Democratic candidate for the South Carolina House of Representatives, who listed education as his chief interest on a campaign disclosure form, itemized his election expenses under the headings of “filling fee,” “campaign work” and “literature.”

A 35-year-old Negro, Alfonso Blandin, moved from New York City to Port Townsend (WA) a year ago. Claiming to be the target of anti-black pejoratives, he let it be known he was going leave be-
cause he couldn't take any more "racism." He postponed his departure, however, in order to kidnap and violate a 15-year-old white girl in his trailer. Arrested in May, he pleaded guilty to four counts of child rape.

Scandalmonger Charles Higham directs his Semitic spleen against a famous Majority member in his latest book-length exposé, Howard Hughes—A Second Life. Hughes was no hero, but he did hold several aviation records and, although a one-time producer of bad movies and an eccentric investor in his latter Las Vegas days, he doesn't deserve being portrayed as a sex maniac. According to Higham, Hughes had homosexual encounters with Cary Grant, Tyrone Power and Randolph Scott, and heterosexual bouts with Ginger Rogers, Katherine Hepburn and Bette Davis, the last-named actress boasting that she was the only woman who could fully satisfy him. To wrap up his character assassination, Higham accuses Hughes of what has become the most reprehensible and unforgivable of all crimes. The lustful millionaire, says his unauthorized biographer, peppered his language with anti-Semitism.

The #3 man at HUD in the Reagan administration, Assistant Housing Secretary Thomas T. Demery, a black bureaucrat, pleaded guilty to two felony counts, obstructing justice and accepting a gratuity (taking a bribe) from Michigan developer Irving Seligman.

"Scarface," an unattractive mulatto or Hispanic with a three-inch scar on his right cheek, has been prowling around New York City suburbs for the last five months. He is suspected of raping a dozen or more white women, after which he burglarizes their homes. He sneaks in when the women take out the garbage or collect the mail. After cutting the phone lines, he waits for his prey.

South Carolina State Senator Kay Patterson, a male with a female first name, sent out invitations, printed at state expense, for a meeting to discuss black problems. The gathering was held in a government building. Only Negroes could attend. No whites allowed.

A black rap ditty inspired 19-year-old Ronald R. Howard to shoot and kill a white Texas state trooper, according to his lawyer, who quoted two unprintable lines from Souljah's Story, a piece of syncopated "hate the police" doggerel by a Houston rapper and distributed by the culture vultures of Time Warner. An Austin jury, unmoved by the defendant's attempt to pass the buck, came in with a murder verdict. The state trooper's widow is suing Time Warner.

Free speech comes with a high price tag in New Albany (IN) High School. For alluding to watermelons and fried chicken in front of his black players and for informing a member of the junior varsity team, that his "poor defense was bringing slavery back," basketball coach Jim Miller was fined six months' pay.

In Jacksonville (FL), Petty Officer 2nd Class Albert Ruggiero was sentenced to seven years in prison for raping an 18-year-old seaman (that's seaman not seawoman).

The Senate Ethics Committee refused to investigate Senator Bob Packwood (R-OR), who falsely claimed he was Jewish in a fundraising letter to Jews. Packwood is still holding on to his Senate seat although at least ten women have charged him with sexual abuse.

In the 1960s Michael Lasky was a Marxist-Leninist revolutionary. In 1980 he went to jail for mail fraud. In 1986 he ran unsuccessfully for the California Assembly. More recently he has been operating a scam called Publisher's Associates in San Diego, which makes him as much as an incredible $12,500 a day. He cuts classified ads from other publications and sends tear sheets of same to companies running the ads, along with an invoice. Half of the firms pay up. At last report postal inspectors are on his tail.

Five-foot, two-inch Irving Azoff, known in the trade as "the poison dwarf," heads MCA Records. In Stiffed: A True Story of MCA, the Music Business and the Mafia (HarperCollins), William Knoedelseder, a former Los Angeles Times reporter, tells the sordid story of how Azoff brought in a mobster to run an important division of the record company. A Justice Dept. prosecutor assigned to the case was suddenly removed and fired for insubordination just as he was ready to take MCA to court.

The Board of Physician Quality Assurance in Baltimore has suspended the license of Dr. Robert A. Hallowitz, who has been charged with such "serious transgressions" as: claiming he was God, dispensing illegal drugs, having mid-day rendezvous with patients in motel rooms, fathering two children with one patient, and warning all and sundry that if they talked about his unprofessional behavior they could be spiritually excommunicated and fall prey to the devil!

An adopted son of a Long Guyland Jewish family, Joel Rifkin, 34, described by neighbors as "gentle, quiet and pleasant," was caught with a female corpse in his pickup. He claimed a body count of 17 in his two-year extermination campaign of prostitutes.

When Chelsea Clinton was five years old, perhaps with a little coaching from her parents, she was very upset by President Reagan laying wreaths on the graves of two German SS men at Bitburg. As a reward for Chelsea's precocious sensitivity, two Little Rock Jews, Joseph and Evelyn Bernhardt, have planted a tree in Israel in her name.

Three hours before working his night shift on August 15, 1991, Wade Hampton Taylor III, a black with an aristocratic bone marrow and heart transplants.

Jewish lawyer Guy Saperstein is making a fortune suing Majority corporations for sexual and racial discrimination. In little more than a year he has reaped $229 million out of State Farm Insurance and $132.5 million out of Shoney's. Most of the payoffs are supposed to go to his clients, but $65 million of the State Farm settlement enriched the coffers of Saperstein's law firm. Companies that are victims of such shysterism have to make up their losses by raising the price of their products and services. Anyone who likes inflation should love Saperstein.
Waspishly Yours

In the September 1992 issue I wrote about a sordid convert to Judaism, Robert Manning, who, after more than eight years, is still wanted by the FBI for questioning in connection with at least two pipe-bomb murders, one victim being the Arab-American poet, Alex Odeh, in 1985.

In the Safety Valve (Dec. 1992), Zip 319 upbraided me for "yellow journalism" and for lacking compassion, which, he contended, is an almost copyrighted trait of "White Gentiles." I sounded, he complained, as if I wanted to hang Manning from the rafters.

Were the Vikings vaunted for their compassion, 319? Were the Angles, Saxons and the Jutes compassionate towards the Picts and the Celts? Do you know anything at all about English history, perhaps the bloodiest in the West, which includes such bloodbaths as the 100 Years War, the Wars of the Roses, the Catholic and Protestant inquisitions and counter-inquisitions, and the irrefutable conquest of Ireland by Cromwell? If you don't go in for scholarly history, try reading Shakespeare's largely circumspect, when not downright "politically correct," plays that deal with the English past and tell me how much compassion you see therein. Macbeth, Richard III and Henry VIII might be a good place to start. I need not remind you that Shakespeare's versions of history were slanted to placate a salty virgin sovereign known as "good Queen Bess," who was, in point of fact, never particularly "good," probably was not a virgin and certainly was not swayed by "compassion" in matters of state or privacy. Just ask milord Essex, if you have any doubts on that discordant score. He lost his head, despite the fact that he probably did score.

If Shakespeare is not your dish of tea leaves for compassion, try reading a novelist like Dickens. Since compassion dictates that the "last shall be first, and the first shall be last," start with Bleak House. If you haven't read it already, rejoice! You have an interminable treat of compassion in store.

The French favored public performances of the guillotine—which were considered too gaudy for the English—well into the 19th century. The Brits favored public strangulation and "hanging, drawing and quartering." The victim was strung up until he was suffocated into unconsciousness—the merciful, anesthetic part of the ceremonies. When he was judged suitably close to extinction, when he had stopped twitching, he was cut down from the gibbet. Now the real fun began. Cut down from the gibbet, the victim was literally disemboweled and startled from his stupor by seeing his guts spilled into his lap. After the "drawing," came the "quartering." Granted sufficient time to contemplate the spectacle of his steaming guts, the victim had his arms and legs hacked off. Such is man's umbilical attachment to life, there are actually recorded cases of criminals who survived these festivities. As a finishing touch, dead or alive, his head was whipped off and deposited on a pike for the moral edification of the public.

My favorite incident in these public carnivals involved a case of what I would define as democracy in action. The condemned man actually burst his bonds after he had mounted the scaffold and began doing battle with the executioner to the point where the tables were turned and the executee was on the verge of executing the executioner—until several spirited members of the crowd rushed the scaffold and helped to overwhelm the rebellious brute. You can imagine the compassion which the executioner brought to his task when the legal carnival finally was resumed. (Whose side would the crowd be on today, especially if the brute was black?)

Zip 319 says I lacked compassion for Robert Manning because I wondered why it seemed impossible to extradite him from Israel for a trial in the United States, when it is quite suitable (pace John Demjanjuk) to extradite Americans for a trumped-up trial in Israel. What would Zip 319 have accused me of, if I had recommended the English compassion of hanging, drawing and quartering?

It's not that nice guys always finish last. It's that all too often they get finished off by the bigger fish even before they have a chance to finish at all. And unless you want to get scalded down and fried, Zip 319, you better light before you jump for the sucker bait called "compassion." It sounds like you've already been landed and are still flopping around on the deck. Compassion, like literature and art, is a luxury of those who have already ensured their survival. St. Francis could afford to babble to the birds because he had a rich papa to run home to.

But we must do more than just survive; we must prevail without losing our humanity. Feeling sorry for suspected murderers who run to Israel rather than face the music, strikes a sour note with my muse. Feeling sorry for the likes of Robert Manning is the surest way I know of losing one's humanity.

I'd like to see Manning get a fair trial, which is more than the pipe-bombed Alex Odeh got. Since Manning is a Jew and descended in body or spirit from the authors of the Old Testament, I'd prefer to see justice administered "eye for an eye." Rather than hanging, I'd prefer to see something long and tubular packed with dynamite and then detonated, after having been inserted somewhere in Manning's anatomy, preferably where the sun don't shine.

Meanwhile, let's forget the phony hearts and flowers concerning "White Gentiles." Northern Europeans have manifested many virtues in their struggle for supremacy, but compassion hasn't always topped the list.

Were we compassionate towards the Indians? Didn't the British invent the concentration camp in their war against the Dutch Boers? How much compassion did Churchill show when he firebombed Dresden in 1945, a city full of hospitals and empty of industry? Didn't we use the Japs as guinea pigs to send a message to Uncle Joe when we A-bombed Hiroshima and Nagasaki? Who unleashed the Jews on the hapless Palestinians? Didn't Ar- yans like Ike Eisenhower deliberately starve tens of thousands of German POWs after WWII?

But don't worry about our monopoly on cruelty. The Japs killed thousands of Americans on the Bataan death march because they wanted to save all those starving, sick and wounded the trouble of a long, tiring trek. They refused to feed those exhausted blue-eyed devils because the Nips were too compassionate to kill the fish and to boil the rice that would have kept their prisoners healthy.

Zip 319 save your compassion for your kith, your kin and your kissin' cousins. Don't waste it on a suspected multi-murderer like Robert Manning, who, if the allegations against him are true, deserves a dynamite enema.

V.S. STINGER
If there weren't enough minorityites on TV news, especially on the production and editorial end, CBS decided to further de-Majorityize its Evening News by presenting Dan Rather with a Chinese co-anchor, the wrinkleless, 47-year-old Connie Chung, whose husband is Jewish talk show host Maury Povich. The Sinical addition is not likely to improve the quality of the objectivity of the program. Dan Rather continues to slobber over the Clintons, and Connie's broadcasting expertise is limited to reading a teleprompter. To sweeten the pot for Injun Dan, CBS extended his $2 million-contract to 1999. Connie's current $1.7 million contract is also expected to get an equally undeserved boost. Chung, by the way, also presides over Eye to Eye, a show that features "fearless" investigations of tabloid trivia. Her baptismal Eye had a segment on sex harassment, a favorite topic of feminist hardliners. Connie told of a pretty, shy blue-eyed blonde at a California junior high school who was constantly pawed and insulted by male classmates. No mention that in the racially mixed school the harassers were almost certainly nonwhite boys. The girl was often called "bitch," a slur that blacks like to toss at white girls. The girl's mother sued the school district and lost. She is now appealing. The National Organization for Women is not assisting in the appeal. Wonder why?

Unlike Dan, Peter Jennings doesn't have a co-anchor, but he does have a partly Jewish wife, whose parents, to repeat an old ethnic saw, are or were "strictly from Hungary." David Brinkley, one of TV's first anchormen, who now hosts a Sunday gabfest, also has a Jewish spouse, Susan Adolf, and an adopted Jewish daughter, Alexis, the offspring of Susan's first marriage to Jewish attorney Peter Adolf. David has three sons from a previous marriage to a member of his own race. The only "pure" network news anchor is Tom Brokaw of NBC. Needless to say, he has a Jewish director and/or producer barking orders behind the TV camera.

Jews who used to be confined to writing and producing so much of prime time TV are now parading their Jewish faces in many of the nightly sitcoms. The following shows have or had specifically Jewish characters: Homefront, L.A. Law, Love & War, Murphy Brown, Northern Exposure, Sisters, Flying Blind, Dream On, Reasonable Doubt.

Michael Medved, the Jewish TV critic, whom the media label a conservative, sums up the situation thusly:

This year, there's an explosion of Jewish content everywhere on the dial. If a Martian were to look at television, he would guess that [America] was 20% to 25% Jewish.

The Jewish presence is now so overwhelming in TV biz that Chosenites are now proudly distancing themselves from their non-Jewish associates and fellow workers. Listen to Rob Morrow, who plays the part of Dr. Joel Fleischman, a Jewish New Yorker on Northern Exposure, talking to his Amerindian assistant: "I'm not white. I may look white, but I am not. I'm Jewish, Jewish."

From Zip 972. A TV docudrama on the murder of an 18-year-old prostitute in San Diego had an interesting but not totally unexpected switcheroo. The black pimp accused of killing her was portrayed by a white actor.

From Zip 453. I'm surprised Satcom Sam hasn't batted onto the Bob Grant (radio) Show. I pick it up here in the honky hinterlands whenever I seek comic relief from the daily madness encountered in my college. Some sort of Anglicized Italian, Grant is a crudier form, of Limburger Limbaugh. Whereas Limbaugh will sneer at Jesse Jackson, Grant refers to "Jesse Jerkson." Limbaugh's "General Dinkins" becomes Grant's "men's room attendant." But neither is ever willing to criticize Jews. Limbaugh simply sidesteps the issue. To quiz him about this recurrent hiatus I've never been able—in several phone calls—to get past his screener(s). Grant, on the other hand, actively supports Israel and will brook not the slightest hint of anti-Semitism. But anyone who wants to fulminate against our dusky brethren is given free rein, and I often hear anti-black fugues much more fulsome than anything I've ever encountered in Instabration.

From Zip 752. Every now and then something happens to make me think that cracks are beginning to appear in the dam. The other day I had on Rush Limbaugh, who was commenting on a current study that asserts the homosexual percentage of the population is a good deal less (1½ to 3%) than the 10% figure that has been bandied about since Kinsey. In commenting on the fact that it was not so unusual that a small minority could exert such a large influence on the majority, Rush used the example of Jews as a wealthy, influential minority that exerts power far in excess of its numbers. He then went on to another topic. Even so, I found myself wondering if I had really heard what I had heard. There was no criticism implied in the statement; he was merely stating the obvious. Still, stating the obvious is often more shocking than repeating the wildest conspiracy theories and allegations. Especially for a radio personality whose book was published by Simon & Schuster!

Satcom Sam's P.S. The moment a TV personality starts making so-called conservative pitches, he runs head-on into Jewry. He then has the choice of either quitting his job or carefully tailoring his words to please his Jewish critics. Rush understands the situation very well, which is why you'll never hear any anti-Semitism from him as long as he is on his present roll. Saying that Jews have power and influence is considered a compliment these days, provided it is said in an appropriately groveling tone.
Notes from the Sceptred Isle—John Nobull

In tune with the times, I feel it my duty to preach “politically correct” doctrines. One of these is that we have much to learn from other people’s cultures, which are superior to ours in almost every respect. Not just different—superior.

All over Africa, except in South Africa, where an unsympathetic legal system manipulated by the whites has forbidden it, the practice of female circumcision is very common. It consists cutting out the clitoris, so that the woman cannot experience pleasure in sexual intercourse and therefore damps her enthusiasm for extramarital affairs. Another common custom, in many parts of the world, is beating wives. In England, by contrast, for centuries it was forbidden to beat one’s wife—with a stick thicker than one’s thumb. Thankfully, all that is behind us now. Not only do I have no desire to beat my wife, but I wouldn’t dare. All the same, I think it is our moral right to ask any feminist we meet whether we can, in all conscience, condemn such practices as wife-beating and female circumcision which have for so long constituted part of the African lifestyle.

Perhaps the same goes for suttee in India (which has now been revived and involves the wife burning herself to death when her husband dies) and for foot-binding in China. Did we do the right thing in forbidding such customs on British territory? Surely, even if they are reprehensible, we were wrong to “solve” the problem by forbidding it. Isn’t problem-solving a good definition of fascism? Nowadays, good liberals no longer speak of problems. They call them “challenges” instead.

It’s the same with slavery, still common in Mali and Mauritania, according to the British Anti-Slavery Society. If Malis and Mauritanians emigrate (in any numbers they wish, of course) and take their “peculiar institution” with them, are we really justified in forbidding an integral part of their culture? I know that slavery in the American South was wrong, as I also know that it is wrong to refer to the Jews of Providence, Rhode Island, as the organisers of the middle-passage trade. But is it correct to condemn outright a practice which has endured in Africa for thousands of years?

It is the same with cannibalism, which was standard in pre-Columbian Central America and is still quite common in New Guinea. When these anthropophagous emigrate, should we really stop them doing what comes naturally? West Africans build themselves mud huts, but in London a local council recently ordered a poor West African woman to tear down a mud hut she had built in her garden. Isn’t that tyrannical? It’s good to know that President Clinton has finally relented and allowed in a few AIDS-stricken Haitians. But what about the rest of the Haitian population? Is it fair to leave them out? One thing is sure, voodoo is a religion with a future in America.

Then there is the question of animals. We all know how immoral it would be to stop the Jews from bleeding animals to death without stunning them, as they do every day—by the thousands. Although this manner of killing seems unnecessarily painful, what right have we to impose our values upon our cherished minorities? When Koreans hang up dogs and beat them to death to tenderise the meat, it is presumptuous of us to criticise them. The Royal Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals may make a big fuss, but it has never done so over kosher slaughter.

In the British Empire the whip and the hangman’s noose were the ultimate deterrents. The lash curled round to bite into the back and bottoms of the idle and disaffected, while the hangman had the task of deciding just what length of drop was right to break the neck without taking the head off (which would be unprofessional). Sometimes I can’t sleep at night for thinking about this. The only way we can possibly atone is to show a more caring and understanding attitude towards whatever customs our new fellow citizens may care to practise.

“Black history,” forced on white students in America, is also being forced on British students, though not as intensively. One of its chief doctrines is that anyone originating from North Africa must have been black, an idea hotly rejected by present-day North Africans, whether of Berber or Arab origin. The idea would certainly have been rejected by the ancient inhabitants, none of whom was black, with the exception of a few Nubian slaves in Egypt. Not long ago, Martin Bernal, a Jewish “historian,” wrote a book called Black Athena, which purported to prove that Greek civilisation was practically stolen from Egypt and consequently had black origins.

Just how ridiculous this all is can be seen when we apply the doctrine to individual cases. Aesop, the Greek fabulist, is presented as a sort of Uncle Remus, St. August in as an early edition of Rev. Jesse Jackson, the Russian poet Pushkin (who was one-eighth or one-sixteenth Ethiopian) as a 19th-century Michael Jackson. (Michael is not just a jerkdancer, he is a poet, too, in case anyone wants to know.) Cleopatra, who was in fact a blonde Macedonian, also has to be represented as black—a 1st-century B.C. version of supermodel Naomi Campbell. As for Hannibal, he is conceived of as a Tshaka-like figure. “Hannibal the Cannibal,” we might call him.

The other day, when a Jewish American academic was introduced to me, I realised that the blacks are the Jews’ Achilles’ heel. He went on and on about his poor old parents in New Jersey, who had been robbed by a knife-wielding Negro (my description, not his). Getting the assailant’s race out of him was like drawing teeth. Then I asked the $64-question: “But what is the solution to this problem of the black underclass?” He didn’t have one, but he looked deeply worried all the same. Later, he told me horror tales about the black drive-by snipers in his state.

In England, we are running almost as scared of the Jews as the Americans. But we are not as afraid of the blacks and other minorities. I often read the Jewish Chronicle because I want to know what’s really going on. At the end of March 1993, the new Jewish Lord Chancellor, with the unlikely name of John Taylor, was interviewed in Britain’s leading Jewish newspaper. Reminiscing about the long way he had come, he recalled that in the 1950s, when he was an aspiring young lawyer, an eminent jurist had travelled to his university in the North Country to speak and had made the following statement: “There are two causes of fires—lights and Israelites.” Taylor deeply regretted that he had not immediately left the room. The next day the Jewish Chronicle interview with Taylor found its way into the goy press. No mention of Jewish lightning.
Pat’s Questionable Pals

Pat Buchanan has started a think tank, The American Cause, that will hold four conferences a year and publish a quarterly journal and monthly newsletter. It’s raison d’être! To spark public debates on the moribund state of American culture. The initial conference, a two-day talk fest in Washington in May, included such luminaries as columnist Joseph Sobran and Dartmouth Professor Jeffrey Hart, plus a congeries of such Chosenites as Michael Medved, the Zionist-happy critic of culture-crunching Hollywood films, Bill Kristol, Dan Quayle’s ex-chief of staff, and, last but by no means least, Rabbi Yehuda Levin. Also conspicuously present was Ezola Foster, who represented Black Americans for Family Values.

What’s stirring, Pat? Try as you will, you will never wiggle into the good graces of the members of what you so bravely and correctly called Israel’s Amen Corner.

The Besieged Are Not Guilty

Randy Weaver is no latter-day Henry David Thoreau, though both were content to live in handmade cabins far from the madding crowd. Though Weaver’s electricity-less, running-water-less abode in the wilds of northern Idaho is a long way in time and space from Walden Pond, Thoreau would have applauded his lifestyle, but might have wondered at the mountain man’s belief that Identity Christians are the true Jews.

A onetime Green Beret, Weaver, who had never even had a traffic ticket, was set up by agents of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, who persuaded him to sell them two illegally modified shotguns. Ordering him to appear for trial, they gave him the wrong date. When he didn’t show, they classified him as a fugitive. Instead of nABBING him during his infrequent trips to town, they surveilled his plywood cabin round-the-clock for 16 months. When the 11-day siege began it involved as many as 400 heavily armed agents backed by helicopters and all the fanciest new people-killing gear. Three persons died in the totally unnecessary confrontation: one federal marshal and two members of the Weaver family: son Sam, 14, shot in the back and Vicki, Weaver’s wife, shot in the forehead by an FBI sniper while standing in the doorway with her infant daughter in her arms.

In the trial the prosecution’s case was so weak and snafued that even the judge had to admit it was of more help to the defense, which was conducted by a clever, showboating lawyer Gary Spence, who boasts he never lost a case. His record remained unblemished, when the jury acquitted both Weaver and Kevin Harris, who was staying with the Weavers and who killed the marshal, on the murder count, though Weaver may face up to 15 years in jail on weapons and conspiracy charges.

The federal agents and the Weavers should never have come to blows. The people on both sides should have been on the same side. But this will never happen as long as the rank and file of the FBI and BATF obey the commandments of a government that is more their enemy than Weaver ever was.

Surprise Reception

There was quite an uproar in San Antonio recently. Three teenage Mexican punks burst into an Anglo-owned gun store, screaming obscenities and demanding guns and cash. Since they were all armed, they figured they’d have easy pickings. Not so. The owner, a rough-and-ready Majority type who’d shot and killed a bandit a few years ago, was ready. When he saw the Latinos climb out of their (stolen) car, guns in plain view, he scampered into the back room for his own artillery. As the three goons kicked in the door, the store owner, an ex-cop, started shooting. One 17-year-old was the most surprised dead “youth” you ever saw. A second, who wound up with large holes in vital parts of his anatomy, is recovering at taxpayers’ expense in a local hospital. The third took off with his tail between his legs and was picked up a short time later. The strange thing about the death of the young hood was that his family insisted upon burying him in Fort Sam Houston National Cemetery, where many of the nation’s great are interred. Despite the best efforts of veterans’ groups, the kid’s father, having served a three-year hitch in the military, was entitled to plant his son among decent folk.

Not Everyone Loves the Holocaust Museum

The opening of the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington was not all sweetness and light, as the photo shown below demonstrates. Unfortunately, no one was on hand to film what happened to David Willcox, one of the protestors. Waylaid on his way home after the demonstration, he was beaten to a fare-thee-well by some rampaging Jewish racists.

Cops fence off protestors from the Museum, which an over-Holocausted Jewish writer has derisively called a “theme park.”

Duke’s Travails

David Duke, long denounced as a Nazi by liberal-minority dogbodies, confused his critics in June when he critiqued at-tempts to vandalize and remove the Liberty Monument in New Orleans. “I freely condemn Nazism.... Nazis are the ones that try to change history. The monument is part of our history and should be preserved.”

Duke has been having a hard time of late with Louisiana authorities who have charged him with several violations of election laws. Concurrently his 1988-93 tax returns are undergoing microscopic scrutiny. As a result of all the harassment, his legal bills are climbing sky-high. He desperately needs outside help to prevent him from going under financially. His address: 500 N. Arnoult Rd., Metairie, LA 70001.

Neither is Duke doing too well on his radio talk show. The Jewish general manager of WASO-AM, Bob Namer, says he is displeased at the ratings of the programs, which run every day for three hours. Namer is even more displeased by the grumblings of some of his advertisers who aren’t happy about having their products huckstered on the same station which has an alleged anti-Semite on its payroll. The press, which is not always to be believed, has hinted that Duke is likely to be fired any day now. Duke-ites are keeping their fingers crossed.
Canada. British Columbia’s ultra-left socialist government, the New Democratic Party, has recently brought forth a new bill to stamp out “hate.” In reality it is just another of the many attempts these days to muffle free speech. Local journalists have dubbed it the “Kill Collins Bill” since one of its main purposes is to silence outspoken North Shore News columnist and staunch Instaurationist, Doug Collins. For years local liberal-minority agitators have called for his removal from the newspaper, a separation which is always possible because the NDP government has a long history of catering to the whims of minorities. Doug has never pulled his punches when describing the antics and aspirations of the East Indian, Jewish and homo crowd. He publicly stated that he is ready to go to jail to test the validity of this new bill.

Kim Campbell, Canada’s newly anointed Prime Minister has been married twice and divorced twice (without issue). Her first marriage, which lasted 11 years, was to Nathan Divinsky, whose first wife had presented him with three daughters. Divinsky, a Jewish math professor, had a profound influence on Ms. Campbell and was her guru in residence. Said a friend, “Everything she is she owes to Toolzie [Divinsky’s cute nickname] and her own hard work.” Kim’s mother, however, was not so enthusiastic about her Jewish son-in-law, whom she thought “rude” and “pushy.” Kim’s second marriage, which lasted five years, was to a non-Jewish lawyer, Howard Eddy. At the London School of Economics, where she got a Ph.D in Soviet Studies, Kim’s doctoral supervisor was Leonard Shapiro. The learned lady has a law degree and has been credited with proficiency in German, French, Russian and more recently—and most opportunistically—Yiddish.

Canada’s first female Prime Minister is noted for having a sharp tongue. It’s a wonder the party bosses of the Progressive Conservatives (an oxymoron if there ever was one) hoisted her so high on the political totem pole. In a magazine interview when she was Defence Minister she said she had joined the Anglican Church in an effort to “ward off the evil demons of the Papacy.” As for apathetic Canadian voters, she denounced them as “condescending S.O.B.s.”

Canada is becoming more Orwellian with every passing day. Ernst Zindel, the indefatigable anti-Holocauster, having been cleared of all trumped-up charges by the Supreme Court, is still being hounded by Jews, who never forgive and never forget. The Chosen, crusading for more charges to be leveled against him, have staged noisy demonstrations in front of his home, organized sit-ins in front of the Attorney General’s office and sent petitions with as many as 6,000 signatures to the Ottawa government.

Meanwhile, Trotskyite-led rent-a-mobs are making it almost impossible for right-wing organizations to do any serious recruiting. When the Heritage Front held a “rock concert” in Ottawa, leftist screaming meanies tried to break it up and succeeded in turning the affair into a riot. By the time the smoke had cleared, the house of a Heritage Front member in Toronto had been trashed and the group’s leader, Wolfgang Droese, had been arrested on a weapons charge, jailed and then released on $15,000 bail. The judge saddled him with a gag order not to speak to or associate with any members of his own organization. The publicity cost him his job in the Ontario bureaucracy. It wasn’t the first time he had been in prison. He had spent a total of more than six years in U.S. jails for various sins connected with drugs and guns, and for taking part in a wild and woolly attempt to overthrow the Negro government of Dominica.

After another Heritage Front recruiting drive in the town of Kitchener, the Jewish owners of a Western clothing and gimmick store claimed they had been insulted and threatened by two rowdy racists wearing Nazi regalia, who were promptly arrested by local police. Two days later they were released when a government attorney told the judge that the Jews admitted they had helped provoke the brouhaha and had made up a great deal of the story. The Jewish clothesmen, unlike the young radical rightists they had set up, were not arrested.

Dr. Henryk Fenigstein, an 80-year-old Holocaust survivor, died in Toronto, shortly after pleading guilty to sexual misconduct. The octogenarian psychiatrist had persuaded a young woman patient to have sex with him over a six-year period beginning in 1974.

From a subscriber. The “orientation” of Vancouver continues at an ever-increasing pace. At the moment, local ridings associations are nominating candidates for our forthcoming federal election. Chinese and East Indian candidates have found that the fastest road to victory lies in signing up as many of their ethnic comrades as possible and busying them by the hundreds to the nomination meeting. Recently in South Vancouver a Chinese dentist running against a white candidate packed the hall with busloads of his ethnic kin. The white, who tried to win friends by injecting a few Chinese words into his pitch, found himself looking out on a sea of hostile slanted eyes. The Sinitic audience had come to vote the straight racial ticket and wasn’t interested in any political overtures from a hairy barbarian. Most got up and went out to make their X before he was halfway through his speech. The victorious dentist declared in his Hong Kong pidgin English, “Thisee is inclusive democracy in action!” Do I need to add that the defeated white candidate has continued to sing the praises of multiculturalism and ethnic diversity?

Britain. Winston Churchill’s grandson picked a good time to bring up the immigrant issue—he never mentioned Jewish immigrants, of course—as Tory leaders are too confused to do much except dissociate themselves from his controversial ideas. The Party is mysteriously $31.6 million in debt. At least $11.6 million of the money which helped Conservative candidates win the recent election is known to have come from dusky or barely white billionaires, one of whom, Asid Nadir, a Turkish Cypriot, recently jumped bail and scooted off to Turkish North Cyprus, the source of his billions, which were mostly stolen from Greeks after the Turkish occupation. Leading Arabs are also quite friendly with Tory leaders, and Chinese Hong Kong Midases have been forthcoming with large political donations. It is odd after 14 years of Tory government during which North Sea oil came on stream, pouring billions into the Exchequer, that the Conservative Party is short of cash. Although many government-owned assets were sold off (privatised), producing more billions of pounds, Brits are now told that the financial situation is so desperate that there will have to be drastic cuts in the National Health, old age pensions and welfare.

From a subscriber. David McNeill, Deputy Director of Education in Strathclyde, Scotland’s largest local authority, has been compelled to apologise publicly for claiming that genetic factors plus malnutrition could be responsible for the large numbers of Asian and black chil-
dren in "special schools" (Daily Telegraph, March 24, 1993). It didn't take long for the Commission for Racial Equality to zero in on McNeill. The Glasgow region is overbrimming with egalitarians and levelers of all kinds, which bodes ill for the campaign for an independent Scotland.

Excerpts from a letter to This England magazine (Summer 1993):

Thanks to the mass immigration of the 50s and 60s, I remain one of only a handful of English people living in the area I was born in. The majority of my neighbours are British citizens whose first loyalty is to Pakistan. My niece, a district nurse, has to attend Punjabi classes; Christianity has been dropped from the curriculum in local schools, and as I write this letter I can hear the Muslim call to prayer being broadcast by loudspeaker from the local mosque. I feel like an alien in my own beloved country.

The new head of Britain's cloutful Commission for Racial Equality is Hermann Gulsby, a black born in Guyana. One of his first official acts was to have his picture taken with Judge Israel Feinstein, the president of Britain's Jewish Board of Deputies.

Novelist Howard Jacobson chose Easter as the time of year to go on BBC TV with a playlet that exonerates Judas from the charge of betraying Jesus.

Phil Hobbsbaum, professor of English at Glasgow University, has been given a publicity splash of late for being a main inspiration and driving force behind a whole crew of modern British writers. The Jewish professor once composed a poem to a lady friend that contained this deathless, tasteless line: "Truth lies between your legs and so do I."

France. Jacques Attali finally got the sack. The top-level Jewish civil servant, the organizer of the bicentennial of the French Revolution, the private counselor of Mitterrand, has lost his job as chairman of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development. In addition to spending half his bank's annual budget on the decoration of the premises, Attali also had the bank pay him twice for a trip to Japan where he delivered a two-hour lecture for $30,000. He contends that he gave this money to charity, but the recipients were revealed to be strictly Jewish charity organizations. Attali's brother is the long-time chairman of Air France.

"Zero immigration" is the exaggerated aim of a bill passed by the French Parliament in mid-June. Jean-Marie Le Pen, leader of the militantly anti-immigration Front National, declared that the law was far too mild. (Some 60% of the 3.6 million foreigners in France come from non-European countries. About 130,000 immigrants enter the country each year, 40,000 illegally.) The fact is that Edouard Balladur, France's Prime Minister, has been stealing a lot of Le Pen's thunder on the immigration issue. Breaking the hard-and-fast rule never to lend any political respectability to the Front National, Balladur invited Le Pen and some of his chief aides to a private meeting. He was the first Prime Minister to do so.

A French court has thrown out Le Pen's slander suit against Paul-Elie Levy who, in the heat of a 1992 election campaign in Nancy, called him "a spiritual son of Hitler, Mussolini and Pétain."

Robert Faurisson, dragged into court with the magazine, Rivarol, for doubting the Holocaust, a crime in France, was warned by the lady judge that the next time he publicly expresses his doubts about the Six Million he'd be sent to jail. The doughty professor replied, "I'm ready to go." The Chosen want the court to fine Faurisson 50,000 francs ($8,000), the magazine 30,000 ($4,800).

Alain Guionnet, who edits the some magazine, Revision, was given a one-year jail sentence in June. So much for free expression in the "democracy" of France.

On June 27, the Front National won an important local election in Nice with 57% of the vote.

Germany. Günter Deckert, chairman of the tiny National Democratic Party, was fined 10,000 marks ($5,600) for serving as an interpreter for Fred Leuchter, the U.S. expert on executions, when he made a speech in Germany last year. Deckert was also handed a one-year prison sentence that was suspended for five years, during which he will have to watch his tongue and curb his pen.

Germany has ended its extremely liberal asylum law which has been largely responsible for the arrival of 2 million aliens since 1989, 438,000 alone last year. From now on illegals will be sent back to the country from which they entered Germany. Air arrivals will be given 19 days to prove they are political and not economic refugees.

From a subscriber. Plenty of Germans still fall for the Allied line on WWII history. Plenty don't. Many young people are tired of hearing Jew this, Jew that, and that their fathers and grandfathers were a race of bigoted criminals. This quasi-theology doesn't sit at all well with Germans from the eastern part of the country that was overrun by Soviet troops and ruled by Moscow stooges for half a century. The response of these Germans to the sanctimonious drool dished out by the German-controlled media is simple: Take your lies and shove them.

It is understandable that contemporary German pols react hysterically to outbreaks of patriotic fervor. Lacking true patriotism themselves, they are terrified at the idea of it catching on again. That would be the end of them.

From N.B.F. A style of music gaining popularity in Europe goes by the name of "Oi," reportedly a greeting used by many British. Oi music, also known as "Nazi Rock," exudes heresy. The lyrics of one song nominate Adolf Hitler for the Nobel Prize. Other ditties urge listeners to "cosh" Pakis, the kind of thing that rap in America urges blacks to do to whites.

Oi is threatening to break out into the rock mainstream in Germany and elsewhere. The effects could be far-reaching. Imagine Americans swamped with their own brand of Oi. Interracial anything would quickly become passe. No more white kids pretending to be black rappers; no more Michael Jackson; no more blacks pawing white women on MTV. Hum! Not a bad idea. Maybe I should start a group. Funky Forrest and his Klan of Renown.

When the police of a major Western nation, Germany, are so scared of white racial movements that they waste their time breaking into people's homes to steal CDs and records, then we are half-way out of our time of troubles. But we shouldn't gloat. The next thing antwhites may try will be lobotomies, or cutting off ears or tongues. Hell, they may go all the way—burn the stubborn white racists at the stake! Ethnic cleansing in the highest degree! And to make things even cleaner, they will recycle our ashes into soap.
Austria. Since 30 UN resolutions were critical or denunciatory of Israel in 1992, the World Jewish Congress at a meeting in Vienna has decided to establish a UN Watch.

A new “Austrian” performs his military service.

Italy. From an itinerant subscriber. I was somewhat surprised by the extent of racial differences I found when I crossed the Alps. I had expected the northern Italians to be more like the Austrians and Bavarians. But the examples I saw in Verona, Vicenza and Venice were indistinguishable from primarily southern Italian and Sicilian stock I’d used to seeing in the States. Perhaps things have changed since Carleton Coon’s day. No doubt there has been considerable southern Italian immigration to the north. Maybe I should have looked for the true northern Italian type in Milan or Genoa, not Verona and Venice. As it was, I would have to say that the racial distance between Verona and Venice is much greater than the racial distance between Venice and Stockholm, despite the geographical distance being much smaller. Most of the Viennese were definitely within the Nordish racial range. As individuals, most would not look out of place if seen walking the streets of Stockholm, although a representative group would be easily distinguishable from a Scandinavian group, as the very distinctive ultra-Nordish types so common among the Scandinavians are rare among the Austrians and Bavarians. But most of the Italians I saw in Verona and Venice were definitely out of the Nordish racial range. The racial difference between them and the southern Germans and Austrians, not to mention the Scandinavians, is striking and profound. I don’t think I saw one who would not look obviously out of place in Stockholm. Racially, Berlin is about midway between Stockholm and Vienna, as it is geographically, and as one would therefore tend to expect. But in traveling between Vienna and Venice one takes a racial quantum leap. The Alps have evidently served as a very effective racial barrier. North of the Alps is Nordish country. The south belongs to the Mediterraneans.

Serbia. As noted in the June Instauraton, Jezdimir Vasiljevic fled to Israel with what was left of his Belgrade bank’s assets. What was not mentioned is that he swindled some 500,000 Serbs out of their life’s savings. At one time Vasiljevic owned 16 banks, dozens of farms, a TV station, and a sumptuous Adriatic villa.

The international newspaper, The European, reported that Mossad had smuggled 1,700 Jews out of the various fragments of what remained of Yugoslavia. The quid pro quo was Israeli arms for Belgrade. If true, this means that the Zionist state illegally breached the UN embargo.

Macedonia. The U.S. has some 300 troops in this minuscule country, which declared its independence from Yugoslavia in 1991. The Serbs have some strong historical ties to the area. Should they invade, the U.S. would then be in a Balkan war, one more military adventure that in the end would accomplish nothing but the expenditure of vast sums of money and vast numbers of American lives.

When the U.S. is being invaded every day by thousands of Latinos, it might have seemed more reasonable for the 300 American troops to have been sent to guard the borders of Mexico. The Serbs are not menacing the U.S., but Hispanic illegals and the Hispanic birtheath have already conquered large areas of the Southwest and Florida and bid fare to conquer much larger stretches of territory in coming decades. Nevertheless, U.S. troops continue to be stationed everywhere but where they are most needed.

Russia. A radio engineer, returning from the Congo with AIDS, was the trigger for infecting 260 babies with the deadly disease in south Russia. He passed the HIV virus along to his wife, who infected their child, who was hospitalized. The doctors then proceeded to infect 260 babies by reusing tainted syringes. Officially Russia has 637 cases of AIDS.

A raggedy group of Russians, who have erected a tent city outside Moscow’s television center, waves banners saying, “Russian TV Means TV Without Jews.” One of the protesters told a reporter, “Both main TV channels are totally anti-Russian. They don’t stand up for our interests.” Yuri Luzhkov, the acting mayor of Moscow, has declared the tent city illegal, but so far no one has been rushing to tear it down.

Some faculty members of the University of Madrid have released the latest set of figures on the “Red Terror” in the Soviet Union from 1917 to 1945: 56 million murdered; 7 million shot and 11 million deaths in labor camps in 1929-35, the bloodiest period, which the Spanish research team said was a greater mass massacre than the Holocaust.

Israel. An Israeli publisher has come out with a new book that tells how Jewish gangsters plotted to kill Adolf Hitler in 1933 (Daily Telegraph, March 27, 1993).

The power of the word! Recent archaeological digs along Israel’s Mediterranean coast have revealed that the Philistines were a highly cultivated people and far from the boors and barbarians described by the ancient Hebrews in the Old Testament.

Ami Popper, a 24-year-old Israeli, set a record for mass murder in 1990 when he shot and killed seven Arabs and wounded 11 others on a road south of Tel Aviv. On June 23, Sarah Goldberg, 25, daughter of a New York doctor, married Popper in the education center of Ayalon Prison, where he is serving seven life sentences plus 20 years. Close to 70 relatives and friends attended. Prison authorities gave the newlyweds permission to spend their one-night honeymoon alone on the jail grounds. Bride and bridegroom are acolytes of the late Jewish supremacist, Rabbi Meir Kahane.

Using the technique developed by Dr. Ronald Erikson, that separates male and female sperm, Dr. Yisrael Brooke is offering Israeli couples the opportunity to choose the sex of their babies for a $1,000 fee. Accuracy of 75% to 85% is guaranteed.

What makes the Chosen so chosen? The answer is Jewish genes, says Yehoshua Steinberger, the man in charge of health affairs of the Haredi Communities:

Of course there are Jewish genes, but they can be improved, they can be made better. We should arrange this matter orderly, and we are working on that. Within five years there will be a great revolution here. We already now conduct genetic examinations before weddings. It is not that our genes are so bad, heaven forbid, obviously the genes of the Goyim are full of many more illnesses, and along the years some of us have been contaminated by all kinds of genetic influences from the Goyim. Our genes must be cleaned and protected from new Gentile influences.

South Africa. Pessimists or realists believe South Africa is only two or three decades ahead of the U.S. in the descent
The Volksfront is organizing public meetings all over the country and the audiences are way beyond anything South Africa has ever seen.

I attended the meeting Constand Viljoen addressed in one town. The gist of his speech was that blacks are now fomenting violence in the townships against other blacks, against the Zulus in Natal, and against the whites on the farms, along the highways and in bars. Their aim is to make matters so difficult for de Klerk and the existing order that he will be forced to surrender at the negotiating table. They have already compelled him to accept a one-man, one-vote general election which the African National Congress is bound to win.

The generals and the Volksfront are mobilizing whites all over the country. Certain "passive resistance" actions will be organized soon. In the meantime, men and women are arming themselves and learning how to handle their weapons.

Our enemies in the outside world are not going to walk over us as they did in the case of "colonialist" white communities elsewhere in Africa.

Gabon. An African-American summit attended by 1,000 delegates, including Louis Farrakhan, Virginia Governor Wilder and the widow King. Rev. Jesse Jackson, who manages to worm his way into any meeting that could give him some publicity, called on Western countries to come up with a huge package of reparations for slavery. Though he didn't say so, Jesse seemed to hint that if Jews can play the reparations game, why can't blacks? Warmly applauded for his plea for reparations, which was dutifully picked up by the American press, Jackson congratulated the current dictator of Nigeria, General Olusager Obisayo, for his "efforts at democracy," assuring him, "You are our friend."

Back in the United States, Rev. Jackson, having urged District of Columbia residents not to pay their taxes until it becomes a state, has been ordered by the Federal Election Commission to repay $122,031 of expenses he couldn't account for in his 1988 presidential election campaign.

Ivory Coast. A court in Abidjan has sentenced all five whites who were charged with eating four people, one of them a boy. The cannibal/witch accused of eating the boy said she had not killed him for food, but had only gobbled him up after he had died of an illness.

Caribbean. A retired military friend who teaches shop at a Puerto Rican high school asked his students why they were so eager to learn how to repair automobiles. The chorused reply: "So we can earn lots of money stealing cars on the Mainland."

When St. Croix was flattened by a tropical hurricane last year, nearly the entire populace, including all but one or two of the local police, proceeded to loot every shop, market and warehouse on the island. The FBI summoned to restore a modicum of order, initiated an island-wide, house-to-house search for the mountains of filched appliances, furniture and clothing. The G-men, however, didn't figure on the split loyalties of the St. Croix National Guard, which had truck-lifted the bulk of the incriminating evidence safely out to the local dump (making prosecution a practical impossibility). In what must rank as a low-point in Caribbean craveness, the (white) head of the island's Rotary Club dismissed the looting as the logical reaction to a threat posed by the storm: "These people can't be blamed. Who knows how long that storm might have lasted!"

Australia. White primary school children in Queensland will be taught to call themselves "Gubbaoriginals," in line with the new compulsory studies course.

From a subscriber. We've been having a bit of fun over here. The federal government is proposing a "race hate" law, presumably similar to the one with which Canada is blessed. This is simply a pre-election bribe to the Zionist lobby. The forces of light have succeeded in making a song and dance about it at public hearings, in letters to the editor and on talk-back radio. This has opened up cracks in the Jewish community, with the more moderate ones realizing that their Zionist leaders have overplayed their hand.

Then hot on the heels of all this—and for the same reason—the government banned a proposed visit by David Irving. In the resulting hullabaloo, every major daily in the country editorialized against this censorship. Several of them featured articles on the disproportionate power of Jews in Australia. Now some of the Zionists are being challenged by moderates from within their own ranks.